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1. Why do you think it is that so many people are attracted to the general
timeframe and culture of “The Briton and the Dane” trilogy?
The Dark Ages has its own mystique because historical documentation is limited.
It was unfortunate that many libraries and private collective works were
destroyed during the heathen onslaught, not only in Anglo-Saxon Britain but
throughout the European continent as well. Educators have had to fill in the gaps
over the years, often relying on questionable sources while attempting to write a
history book of the era. Hollywood, on the other hand, was given creative license
to interpret the mores of the times, creating stories that would sell tickets rather
than being historically accurate, but then, since there are limited research
resources, who is to say what really happened? And therein lies the enigma!
2. False modesty aside, what do you think it is that sets your trilogy apart from
other books of the same or similar genre?
“The Briton and the Dane” trilogy is an epic adventure that would do well on the
big screen since the story runs the gamut of deception, treachery, intrigue, and
betrayal. The characters experience the same passion and live through conflicts
that are seen in this day and age. The novels bring to light religious turmoil as
Christianity eradicated paganism. Anger and resentment festers when paternity
is denied, but the need for acceptance never wanes, even in the midst of battle
(no spoilers!). Warfare was a common occurrence during the timeline of the
story. Shedding light on the fear and anxiety of the warrior’s family awaiting
news of the soldier’s fate correlates well with today’s society, the only difference
being a timely notification of the dreaded truth.
3. Was each book equally difficult to write, or did it get easier over time?
The original novel, “The Briton and the Dane,” was slightly difficult because I
wanted to bring the reader into the Dark Ages by limiting the use of modern
words. For example, I write healer instead of doctor, the wound festers instead of
the wound is infected, what be amiss, for what’s wrong? You get the idea. By the
time I finished “The Briton and the Dane: Legacy,” I was so used to the
terminology that I now have to consciously remember which century I’m writing
in. However, each novel includes a Glossary that I am constantly updating.
There is a Resources tab on my webpage that includes downloadable pdf files. In
addition to the Glossary, there are maps and character lists for each book.
4. Do you rewrite/edit much?
When “The Briton and the Dane” was originally published, a lot of the verbiage
was written substituting “be” for “is.” However, I discovered that many readers
had difficulty reading the dialogue, which prompted me to rewrite the dialogue
to make the novel easier to read, and “The Briton and the Dane (The Special
Edition) was published the following year. As for the editing process, the truth is
I never stop editing. I will admit that each novel went through at least six edits
because a perfectionist is never satisfied, and being a perfectionist is the one fault
I hope to overcome.
5. What do you think separates a good book from a bad book?
I do not believe there are any “bad” books per se, but an excellent story does
trump mediocrity. However, you need to remember that pleasing 100% of the
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population is unrealistic, and not everyone is going to like your work. Remember
the old saying: “one person’s trash is another person’s treasure?” This certainly
applies to everything in life, books not withstanding. As long as you are
passionate about your story, that passion should be contagious. You have a Godgiven talent to write, and as long as you please yourself and God, there could
never be a “bad” book.
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